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Celestion Debuts the Magnificent 7 Collection of DSRs

New DSR Collection Includes Seven of the Company’s Iconic Speakers

Available for Digital Download

Celestion, a manufacturer of guitar and bass loudspeakers, digitally downloadable

guitar speaker tones and professional audio drivers for sound reinforcement

applications, debuts a new special collection of Dynamic Speaker Responses (DSRs)

– the Magnificent 7 DSR Collection – which includes the tones of seven of the

company’s legendary speakers available for digital download. The new, Magnificent

7 DSR Collection features a line-up of iconic 12-inch speaker responses, including

the Celestion Blue, G12M Greenback, Vintage 30, G12M-65 Creamback, G12H-75

Creamback, G12H Anniversary and Heritage Series G12-65. The new Magnificent

Seven DSRs, along with the other classic collections of genuine Celestion speaker

DSRs and IRs, are available for audition and download at CelestionPlus.com.

Celestion’s Dynamic Speaker Responses (DSRs), represent the next generation of

digital speaker responses that capture the sound and feel of the speaker’s dynamic,

non-linear response for even more tonal detail.  These are specifically designed for

use with the company’s acclaimed SpeakerMix Pro Plug-in, the self-contained studio-

grade DAW plug-in which brings ground-breaking levels of detail and realism to

guitar and bass speaker tone,

The Magnificent 7 DSRs represent a collection of Celestion’s most popular guitar

speakers to be made available as the next-generation speaker responses, offered

as a complete package to provide a wealth of essential tones in one collection.

The Celestion Magnificent 7 DSR Collection includes these classics:

Celestion Blue – The Original: This classic speaker became a firm favourite

of legendary artists, including The Beatles, Queen and U2. It has warm lows,

mellow upper-mids, and a bell-like top-end with the glorious dampened

attack that alnico is famous for.

G12M Greenback – The Legend: The modern incarnation of the speaker that

helped define rock tone, played by legends like Clapton, Page and Beck.

Expect a broad mid-range attack and a restrained top-end with added grit
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and aggression.

Vintage 30 – The Classic: A superbly versatile speaker that has found a

home delivering a generous range of metal and rock tones with tight bass,

rich and vocal mid-range and an intricately detailed top end. Clean tones are

crisp and that famous upper midrange sits just right in the mix.

G12M-65 Creamback – The New Standard:  Delivering the much-loved

classic rock tones of the Greenback with added low-end grunt.

G12H-75 Creamback – The Hard Hitter:  A speaker with added power with a

heavier magnet that enables the production of a tight bass with impactful

highs and awesome thickness to single notes.

G12H Anniversary – The Heavy Rocker: A speaker to recreate the classic

sounds of the 1960’s and 1970’s hard rock era, the Anniversary speaker

delivers serious swagger with its aggressive low-end, articulate treble and

searing midrange.

Heritage Series G12-65 – The Blues Meister: With a fast attack and tightly-

controlled low-end, this Heritage speaker is a firm favourite with hard rock

artists and modern blues players alike.

The Magnificent 7 DSR Collection offers users a unique opportunity to get all these

incredible tones at a discount of nearly 30% off compared to buying each of the

seven speakers individually. And users who already own one or more speaker DSRs

featured in the Magnificent 7 will automatically get a further 10% discount.

Visit CelestionPlus to get the Magnificent 7 DSR Collection and explore the

extensive family of genuine Celestion acclaimed guitar speaker Dynamic Speaker

Responses and Impulse Responses, as well as the powerful SpeakerMixPro Plug-in.

The introduction of authentic Celestion Impulse Responses represented the

company’s forward step in making their celebrated speaker tones available as

digital downloads. Celestion IRs capture the essential behavior of a speaker in a

particular cabinet in the specific space in which it was recorded, including the

frequency and phase response of single drivers as well as the interaction of multiple

speakers. They offer significant benefits in both recording and live production,

enabling the desired tone to be precisely and consistently reproduced regardless of

the recording or live sound environment. Explore, audition and download the

extensive collection of Celestion guitar and bass Impulse Responses at the website

of Celestion Plus.

The introduction of Celestion SpeakerMix Pro sees the company delivering a truly

forward-thinking studio software solution that enables users to get every ounce of

tone from Impulse Response technology. The companion Dynamic Speaker

Responses launched alongside the plug-in exemplify the next generation in speaker

response emulation, representing a true advancement in the technology of digital

speaker tone.

www.celestion.com

www.celestionplus.com
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